
ABSTRACT
Web designers have developed an d  im plem ented  various fu n ction al techniques fo r  enhancing user trust in Business-to-Conswnm 
e-com m erce websites; how ever these have proved inadequate as consumers still do not trust the online environment. This “trust-M 
seen as a  m ajor im pedim ent to the continued growth ofB 2C  e-com m erce activities. Our research exam ines the impact o f the bask 
design elem ents o f  color an d  typography in influencing user perceptions o f  trust in e-com m erce websites. An experimental stitij 
conducted in the context o f  an  online banking website. Results indicate that a  website with blue as the dom inant design color mi 
New Rom an as the prim ary typeface engenders greater trust in the user than a  website with green as the dom inant design color andOn 
as the prim ary typeface. Thus, in addition  to its aesthetic role, web-designers can use color an d  typography to explicitly increase u&l 
in e-com m erce websites.
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INTRODUCTION

With a 360% increase in users over the last decade, the Internet and the World Wide Web have fast become an integral part ofe 
life. This growth has been fueled by the developing nations of Africa and the Middle East, each of which accounted for a 1360%i 
in users. Among the developed nations of North America and Europe, the Internet penetration rate stands at an all time high of? 
50% respectively (Internetworld Stats 2009). The growth of the Internet and its increasing geographical spread has fueled the< 
electronic commerce (e-commerce), with the Business to Consumer (B2C) e-commerce segment projected to reach $330 bill 
2010 (Forrester Research 2006). The global economic recession has further fueled B2C e-commerce growth as it facilitates comp 
purchase deals due to comparison-shopping (Rainie and Smith 2009).
E-commerce researchers and practitioners have focused on developing web interfaces and technologies that ensure the seen 
online transactions and the integrity of user data. Despite these technologies being incorporated into the design of e-con 
websites, recent reports have indicated that 75% of internet users do not trust the online environment (Horrigan 2008). This "tm$ 
is a major limiting factor for the continued expansion of B2C e-commerce activities (Fox and Beier 2006, Horrigan 2008, Prr 
Survey Research Associates 2002,2005). To bridge the “trust-gap” and to ensure the continued growth of B2C e-commerce, itisc 
that researchers and practitioners explore ways and means to further enhance the credibility and trustworthiness of e-con 
websites.
This research study examines the role of web design elements such as color and typography in influencing user perceptions of tn 
commerce websites. We first discuss the meaning of trust in an online environment. This is followed by a discussion on c 
psychology' and typeface personality and its possible role in influencing user perceptions of trust. Based on our discussions, wei* 
hypotheses that are then tested using an experimental study. We conclude with a discussion of the results and its practical implic
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m  Ĉommerce and Trust 
les
ier Ernst is an integral component of human interpersonal 
isr -ationships. We prefer interacting with and maintaining ! 

asting relationships with those that we perceive are reliable 
md trustworthy. Formally, trust has been defined as “the 
lingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another 
arty based on the expectation that the other will perform a j 
articular action important to the trustor, irrespective of the 
bility to monitor or confront that other party” (Mayer et al.
995, p 712). With the advent of the Internet and the World j 
fide Web, human beings have extended the concept of trust to 
inline e-commerce transactions (Holsapple and Sasidharan

I
 pat constitutes trust in an online context? Drawing upon the 
llyer et al. definition, trust has been viewed from a 
v̂ulnerability” perspective: a state of mind where the online 

hopper is aware of possible injustices that could be 
■erpetrated by the online merchant; however, the shopper is 
billing to be exposed to these injustices (Holsapple and 
Sasidharan 2005, Kimery and McCord 2002, Lee and Turban 
2001). The other major conceptualization of trust centers on 
the “faith in humanity” perspective: the implicit belief that the 
shopper has in the integrity, reliability, benevolence, and 1 
competence of the online m erchant (Holsapple and 
Sasidharan 2005, McKnight et al. 2002). The shopper believes 
that the online merchant can be relied upon, has the best ! 
interests of the customer in mind, and will not take undue 
advantage of the shopper in case there are problems in the 
transaction (Gefen et al. 2003, Stewart 2003, Suh and Han 
2003).

E-commerce trust has also been viewed as being composed of 
multiple constructs: institution-based trust, trusting beliefs, 
and disposition to trust (McKnight et al. 2002). Institution 
based trust is the belief that the structural conditions needed 
forthe execution of a secure business transaction are available, j 
such as the use of security techniques, third-party I 
certification, and assurance seals (Kimery and McCord 2002,
!ee and Turban 2001). Trusting beliefs encompasses views 
regarding the integrity of the online merchant and disposition j 
to trust measures the extent to which the shopper has faith in 
he benevolence and competence of others across a wide range 
)f situations. Institution based trust, trusting beliefs, and 
iisposition to trust lead to trusting intentions, i.e. being 
nvolved in trust related behavior with a specific online 
nerchant (McKnight et al. 2002).

tased on these conceptualizations of trust, numerous 
esearch studies have sought to identify design factors that 
ould influence user trust in B2C e-commerce websites. The 
mctional features of a website such as its-usability, ease of use, 
nd navigability (Roy etal. 2001), and its security features such 
5 third-party certification and assurance seals have been 
tund to influence user trust in an online merchant (Kimery i 
id McCord 2002, Lee and Turban 2001). In addition, 
roviding users with information regarding privacy practices, 
rcurity precautions, and com pensation  procedures 
hneiderman 2000, Suh and Han 2003), displaying user 
edback through online com m unities, and providing 
istomers with unbiased information about competing

products serve to enhance user trust (Urban et al. 2000).

While prior research has contributed to our knowledge of 
online trust, its primary focus has been on the functional 
aspects of a website, rather than on its basic foundational 
design elements such as color schemes, layout, typography, 
white space, and images. We propose that the basic design 
elements of a website could influence user perceptions of 
trust. Thus, in this preliminary study, our substantive research 
question reads; “Do website design elements such as color and 
typography influence user perceptions of trust in a B2C e- 
commerce website?”

The Psychology of Color

Color has a significant impact on our perception of the world. 
It has been found to convey meaning, shape perceptions, and 
inspire emotion (Johnson 2006, Nicholson 2002, Walker 1991). 
When compared to black and white, color visuals increase 
motivation by up to 80%, increase willingness to read by 80%, 
and enhance learning by 75% (Green 1984). In addition, color 
is the decisive factor in any visual experience and contributes 
to 60% of the acceptance or rejection of an object (Walker 
1991).

The emotional response to color and its influence on shaping 
human perceptions occurs subconsciously and is a result of 
both human physiology and childhood conditioning. From a 
physiological perspective, when faced with the color red, the 
pituitary gland secretes flight hormones that result in 
excitement, anger, hatred, passion, and alertness. However, 
when faced with the color blue, the pituitary gland releases 
tranquilizing chemicals that can soothe and calm an 
individual (Wagner 1991).

Apart from the physiological aspect, human response to color 
is also an artifact of childhood conditioning. For example, 
children are taught to associate the color red with “no” and the 
color green with “yes”. These childhood lessons are
subsequently reinforced by the conventions on the real world;
a red light at a traffic signal indicates that you have to stop and a 
green light indicates that it is safe to move. Green also has an 
association with nature and the environment, as well as the 
human emotions of jealousy, inexperience, and envy.

The color blue has an association with trust, truth, and 
confidence. This is exemplified by the fact that the phrase true 
blue is used to refer to loyalty and faithfulness. Security 
personnel and other public servants commonly wear blue. Job 
productivity has been found to increase when people work in a 
blue room and blue is often the recommended dress color for a 
professional appearance, particularly for job interviews 
(Johnson 2006, Nicholson 2002, Wagner 1991).

Of the other major colors, white is associated with goodness, 
cleanliness and peace; black is associated with power, wealth 
and evil; and yellow with joy, happiness and dishonesty. Table 1 
shows a list of the meanings and emotions attributed to some 
of the major colors. As color has a defining role in shaping our 
perceptions of the world around us, we expect the dominant 
color used in the design of a website to influence our 
perceptions regarding the website and guide our interactions 
with it.
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Table 1: Meanings and Emotions Attributed to Major Colors 
(Adapted from Nicholson 2002, Johnson 2006)

Color Meaning / Emotional Response
Blue Peace, Tranquility, Calm, Stability Harmony Unity, Trust, Truth, Confidence, Conservati 

Security, Cleanliness, Order, Loyalty
Green Life, Growth, Nature, Environment, Health, Renewal, Youth, Vigor, Spring, Generosity, 

Fertility, Jealousy, Inexperience, Envy, Misfortune
Red Danger, Excitement, Aggression, Passion, Hatred, Heat, Power, Desire, Speed, Strength, 

Violence, Anger
Yellow loy, Happiness, Newness, Optimism, Idealism, Imagination, Hope, Dishonesty, Cowardice 

Betrayal, Jealousy Covetousness, Deceit, Illness, Hazard
Black Solidity, Power, Sexuality, Submission, Sophistication, Formality, Elegance, Wealth, Fear, Ei 

Unhappiness, Evil, Sadness, Remorse, Anger, Mourning And Death
White Reverence, Purity', Chastity, Simplicity Peace, Goodness, Cleanliness, Peace, Humility, 

Precision, Innocence, Youth, Birth.
Orange Vibrant, Warm, Cozy

Typography and Personality
The overall appearance of printed matter, particularly its style, 
arrangement, and appearance, is called typography. It 
includes the study of typefaces; the term “typeface” is used to 
refer to a font family. There are multiple categories of typefaces 
(or font families), the most common ones being serif, sans 
serif, and monospace. A serif typeface has short lines called 
“serifs” at the end of letter strokes whereas a “sans-serif” 
typeface is devoid (“sans”) of such lines. The Times New 
Roman (TNR) font used for this manuscript is a serif typeface; 
note the base line for letters such as “r" and “1” and the vertical 
line at the top right and top left curved segments for the letter 
“s”. Other examples include Cambria, Constantia, and 
Georgia. Perhaps the most popular example of a sans-serif 
typeface is Arial, where extensions at the end of letter strokes 
are absent; other examples include Verdana and Calibri. As 
characters in the serif and sans-serif family physically occupy a 
space proportional to their width, they are called variable- 
width typefaces. In contrast, a monospace typeface is fixed- 
width with all characters occupying the same amount of space, 
a prominent example being the Courier typeface. Apart from 
these, other typefaces, include scripted and display (Shaikh et 
al. 2006). The scripted typeface is based on the continuous 
stroke created by cursive handwriting and it depicts 
handwritten pen/pencil writing. Examples of the script 
typeface include Monotype Corsiva, Rage Italic and Gigi fonts. 
The display typeface is bold and assertive and is usually used 
for advertising and display panels. The Impact font belongs to 
this category (Shaikh et al. 2006).
In the context of printed text material, readers have been 
found to perceive typefaces as possessing human personality 
and intention (Bernard et al. 2001, Brumberger 2003, 
Kostelnick 1990, Shaikh et afc 2006). In particular, serif and 
sans-serif typefaces are perceived to convey stable, mature, 
and trustworthy personalities; traits that make it the preferred 
typeface of the legal and financial establishments. In contrast, 
a monospace typeface is viewed as plain, cold, unimaginative, 
and unappealing. Scripted typefaces are viewed as feminine, 
casual, and youthful, whereas display typefaces are viewed as

masculine, assertive, and rude (Shaikh etal. 2006).
A Lexmark study conducted in Britain attempted to relateu 
perception of fonts with celebrity personalities. Respond! 
were asked to associate fonts with top personalities in 
public domain. The results indicate that the Verdana Ion 
sans serif typeface) was associated with Richard Bransoi 
successful, professional businessman, and owner oftheYir 
brand of over 360 companies. Also, the Times font (as 
typeface) was associated with Anna Ford, who was known 
respected, trustworthy, news and television personalia 
Britain. The same study associated the Courier fon 
monospace typeface) with Ian Beale, a character from 
popular British TV show “EastEnders”. This character 
portrayed as being socially awkward, isolated, cheap, a 
referred to as a “cheapskate anorak” (British Broadcas 
Corporation 2001). Thus the Lexmark study reinforces 
perception that serif and sans-serif typefaces are trustwon 
and that the monospace typeface is plain and cheap.
We believe that the impact of typefaces in shaping u 
perceptions would be greater for online transactions than 
paper-based transactions. For the latter, buyer perceptio 
will only be marginally influenced by the typeface used in 
business related paperwork, as the customer has 
opportunity for direct face-to-face interaction with these! 
The media richness theory (Daft and Lengel 1984) points 
f a c e - t o - f a c e  c o m m u n ic a tio n  being the rich! 
communication medium. Also, such a business transact! 
might occur in a commercial setting such as a brick a 
mortar office or a store, which in turn might shape bu) 
perceptions. In contrast, in the online context, given j 
limited amount of face-to-face interaction with the onlii 
seller, we expect user perceptions to be influenced largely 
the various design aspects of the website, including t 
typeface used in presenting the text material. For examp 
when used as the primary font in a website, a serif font such 
Times that is perceived to be stable, mature, and trustwort 
can be expected to engender greater trust in the user 
comparison to a monospaced font such as Courier that do 
not possess similar connotations.
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ESEARCH FRAMEWORK

W ebsite design in co rp o ra tes  m ultip le 
elements; the primary ones being color 
schemes, layout, typography, white space, and 
images (Lynch and Horton 2009). A color 
scheme might involve the use of a variety of 

oiors; however, there typically is a primary color used for the 
sign of the page background, banner, and sidebars; we refer 
i this as the dominant design color. Based on our prior 
cussion in Section 2.1, we theorize that the dominant 
sign color could influence user perceptions of trust in an e- 
unimerce website. From Table 1, it can be seen that among the 

colors, blue is perceived as having the closest 
ociation with trust, truth, confidence, and loyalty. In 

;ontrast, the color green has little or no association with trust, 
nd is more representative of nature and the environment, as 

as the human emotions of jealousy, inexperience, and 
uvy. Hence, we propose:

V.: User trust in an  e-com m erce website will be higher when the 
'ominantdesign color is blue than when itisgreen.

iart from color, the typeface of the text material could 
uence user perceptions of trust in the website. As discussed 

inSection 2.2, a serif typeface such as Times New Roman (TNR) 
iperceived to possess human qualities of stability, maturity, 
and trustworthiness, whereas a monospaced font such as 
Courier has a closer association with cheapness. When used as 
ihe primary font in an e-commerce website, it is expected that 
the former will engender higher trust in the user. Hence, we 
propose:

H2: User trust in an e-com m erce website will be higher when the 
wimary typeface is TNR than when it is Courier.

Based on the preceding discussions, we expect a combination 
of blue as the dominant design color and Times New Roman 
[TNR) as the primary typeface to engender higher trust in the 
user than a combination of green as the dominant design color 
and Courier as the primary typeface. Thus, we propose,

f3: User trust in ane.-com m erce website will be higher when the 
'ominant design color is blue an d  the prim ary typeface is TNR 

than when the dom in an t design color is green an d  the prim ary  
typeface is Courier.

We conducted an experimental research study using a 
simulated online banking website to test our propositions. The 
experimental procedures for our study are detailed in the 
following section.

ESEARCH METHOD 

Experimental Design

Though user trust is an important component 
of all B2C e-commerce transactions, it plays a 
defining role in the context of online banking 
(Holsapple and Sasidharan 2005). Over 80% of 

users consider trust to be the most important factor in 
interacting with online banking websites. Online banking has 
been one of the fastest growing e-commerce activities, with 
over 40% of internet users using it regularly (Fox and Beier 
2006) and around 101 million projected to use it by 2011 
(Philips 2007). However, due to trust concerns, there has been a

recent slowing in the rate of adoption of online banking 
(Philips 2007). We decided to use a simulated online banking 
website as our research context due to the crucial role played 
by trust in influencing its adoption and its importance in the
B2C e-commerce world.

From a functional perspective, the simulated banking website 
was modeled around the actual website of a popular 
commercial bank. It provided information regarding typical 
online banking activities such as opening accounts, ordering 
checks, advancing loans, and transferring funds. Four 
experimental versions of the simulated banking website were 
designed:

(1) With dominant design color blue and with primary 
typeface TNR (referred to as BT)

(2) With dominant design color blue and with primary 
typeface Courier (referred to as BC)

(3) With dominant design color green and with primary 
typeface TNR (referred to as GT)

(4) With dominant design color green and with primary 
typeface Courier (referred to as GC)

Such a design would enable a 2 X 2 factorial experiment (see 
Figure 1) that would enable us to test the hypotheses. In 
addition, it would help us elucidate interaction effects, though 
in this initial study, we do not have theoretical arguments for 
interaction effects and do not hypothesize any. All other 
elements of website design such as layout, typography, 
images, and content were identical across the four 
experimental conditions.

2X2 Experimental Design

IVpeface

Times New Roman Courier

uO
o
u

G
re

en
 

Bl
ue BT BC

GT GC

Figure 1
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Experimental Procedures

Our study participants were administrative personnel 
associated with a mid-sized organization. They were housed 
in the central office of the organization and performed typical 
d ay-to-d ay  ad m in istra tiv e  and su p p ort a ctiv ities . 
Participation was voluntary. To ensure that there was control 
for alternate explanatory variables that could otherwise 
influence trust perceptions, participants were randomly 
assigned to one of the four experimental conditions (i.e. BT, 
BC, GT, or GC). Participants were told to explore the functional 
provisions and information provided at the online banking 
site and respond to a questionnaire that would ask questions 
regarding their impressions of the website.
Before commencing the experiment, participants were 
provided with a questionnaire that co llected  their 
demographic information as well as their prior internet 
experience, online banking experience, and online banking 
self-efficacy (the inherent belief users' have regarding their 
ability to engage in online banking) (Holsapple and 
Sasidharan 2005, Hu et al. 2003, Venkatesh 2000). After twenty 
minutes of exploring the contents of the experimental 
website, participants were provided with a questionnaire that 
measured their extent of trust in the website.
In the specific context of online banking, trust has been

conceptualized as the belief that the user has in the safety and 
security of online transactions as well as the perception that 
the banker will treat the user fairly and benignly in case of 
unforeseen circumstances (Holsapple and Sasidharan 2005). 
Elements of this approach include user perceptions regarding 
the honesty, knowledge, skill levels, capability, and 
commitment of the banker in ensuring safe and secure online 
transactions. Arising out of this conceptualization, we 
measured trust using an eight-item questionnaire with a seven 
point Likert scale (Holsapple and Sasidharan 2005, Jarvenpaa 
et al. 2000, Roy et al. 2001, Suh and Han 2003) (see Appendix 1). 
The measures for prior internet experience, online banking 
experience, and online banking self-efficacy (Holsapple and 
Sasidharan 2005, Hu et al. 2003, Venkatesh 2000) are also 
outlined in Appendix 1. m

ATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We had eighty participants, and twenty were 
random ly allotted  to each of the foufr 
experimental groups BT, BC, GT, and GC.Th| 
average age of participants was thirty-nine and 
almost half of them were females. The 

d escrip tiv e  s ta t is t ic s  and co rre la tio n s  among the 
experimental variables are shown inTable 2.

Table 2: Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations (N=80)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean SD

1 Age 1 38.85 10.29

2 Gender .18 1 0.55 0.50

3 Education .02 -.02 1 1.13 0.79

4 Internet Experience -.11 .20 -.09 1 3.99 2.15

5 Online Banking Experience -.48** -.05 .02 .22* 1 1.39 1.63

6 Online Banking Self Efficacy _ 49** .03 -.06 .11 .27* 1 1 4.28 0.88

7 Trust -.26* -.05 -.09 -.17 -.16 .07 1 3.88 1.40

Note: ** - Correlation significant at the .01 level; * - Correlation significant at the .05 level

We conducted a simultaneous comparison of means between 
the four experimental groups and did not find any significant 

demographic differences between the groups, nor could we 

find any significant differences in their prior internet 
experience, prior online banking experience, and online 
banking self-efficacy. The trust score was the highest for 

experimental condition BT [with dominant design color blue 
and with primary typeface TNR] (Mean=4.56, SD=1.71) and the 

least for experimental condition GC [with dominant design 

color green and with primary7 typeface Courier] (Mean=3.26,
S,

SD=1.21). Experimental conditions BC [with dominant design 

color blue and with primary typeface Courier] and GT [with 

dominant design color green and with primary typeface TNR] 

had mean trust scores of 3.83 and 3.87 respectively (see Table

Table 3: Means and Standard Deviations 
for Dependent Variable (Trust)

Color Font Mean SD N

Blue TNR (BT) 4.56 1.71 20

Courier (BC) 3.83 1.22 20

Total (Blue) 4.20 1.51 40

Green TNR (GT) 3.87 1.15 20

Courier (GC) 3.26 1.21 20

Total (Green) 3.56 1.20 40

Total TNR 4.21 1.48 40

Courier 3.54 1.23 40

Total (Overall) 3.88 1.40 80

3).
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1

'conducted a 2 X 2 (Color X Font) between-subjects 
inalANOVA on user perceptions of trust (see Table 4). 

f pas a significant main effect for color (F = 4.50, p < .05). 
:>ipants who had experimental websites with blue as the 
lant design color (Mean = 4.20, SD = 1.51) had 

icantly higher perceptions of trust that those with green 
dominant design color (Mean = 3.56, SD= 1.20), thus we 

Support for HI [User trust in an e-commerce website will 
ligherwhen the dominant design color is blue than when it 
een]. There was also a significant main effect for the 
face (F = 4.97, p <.05). Those participants that had 

lental websites with TNR as the primary typeface 
i=4.21, SD=1.48) had significantly higher perceptions of 

stthat those with Courier as the dominant design typeface 
= 3.54, SD = 1.23), thus we find support for H2 [User 

in an e-commerce website v\dll be higher when the 
efce is TNR than when it is Courier]. We could not find any 
icant interaction between color and typeface; however 

[stated earlier, we do not have theoretical arguments for 
fraction effects and do not hypothesize any.

for H3 [User trust in an e-commerce website will be 
er when the dominant design color is blue and the 

Iface is TNR than when the dominant design color is green 
jthe typeface is Courier], we conducted a simultaneous 
mparison of means (using the Bonferroni test) across the 
jtexperimental groups. We found a statistically significant 
fence for user perceptions of trust between the BT and GC 
wps (p < .05), thus we find support for H3 (see Table 5). 
me of the other comparisons between experimental groups 
ŝignificant at the .05 level.

Table 4: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
(Dependent Variable: Trust)

Source F-value p-value

Color 4.50 .04*

Font 4.97 .03*

Color X Font o o .84

Table 5: Simultaneous Comparison of Trust 
Means between groups (Bonferroni Test)

omparison Mean Diff. p-value

BT vs. BC 0.73 0.56

BT vs. GT 0.70 0.62

BT vs. GC 1.30* 0.02*

BC vs. GT -0.03 1.00

BC vs. GC 0.58 L00

GT vs. GC 0.61 0.44

: * - p-value significant a t  th e ,05 level

lesizing the above, the data broadly supports our 
;ntion that basic web-design elements such as color and 
ace can influence user perceptions of trust in an e- 
nerce website.

ISCUSSION

The lack of user trust while interacting with e- 
commerce websites remains one of the major 
hindrances to the spread of B2C e-commerce. 
To address this, web designers have developed 
and im p le m e n te d  sev era l fu n c tio n a l 

techniques that seek to enhance user trust in e-commerce 
websites. Despite this, trust still remains an overriding 
concern for users, and web designers need to develop new 
approaches aimed at increasing user trust. Our study 
examined the possible role of website design elements such as 
color and typography in enhancing user trust in an online 
merchant.

Our results indicate that the dominant website design color 
and primary typeface influences trust perceptions. In 
particular, the color blue engendered greater trust in the user 
than the color green and the font Times New Roman 
engendered greater trust than the font Courier in the context 
of an online banking website. Also, a combination of blue as 
the dominant design color and Times New Roman as the 
prim ary typ eface engendered greater trust than  a 
combination with green as the dominant design color and 
Courier as the primary typeface. Thus, the impact of color and 
typeface in shaping our perceptions of trust in everyday life 
was found extended to the online environment.

To engender user trust, web designers have hitherto focused 
on providing functional features such as third-party 
certification, assurance seals, and online user communities. 
Though they address color and typeface issues, it is from an 
aesthetic perspective aimed at increasing readability rather 

; than with the specific intention of influencing user trust. Our 
results indicate that color and typeface can explicitly be used 
to enhance user trust.

Though not directly related to the research hypotheses, the 
correlations paint a predictable picture: older people tend to 
have significantly less online banking experience, lower online 
banking self-efficacy, and less trust than younger users. 
Another point to be noted is that for the participants as a 
whole, the mean trust was 3.88, less than the midpoint (i.e. 4) 
of the 7-point Likert scale used to measure trust. This result is 
consistent with prior studies that point to the overall “trust- 
gap” that users have in e-commerce websites.

Though these results are interesting, they need to be 
interpreted with a note of caution, particularly regarding its 
validity in different cultural and social settings. User 
perceptions of color have a cultural dimension; thus while the 
color blue might broadly have the connotations described in 
Table 1; this might be different in specific cultural and social 

| contexts. Thus, care must be taken while generalizing the 
results of this study to different cultural and social groups.

Likewise, the experimental conditions do not address the 
product and market context. For example, in the case of an e- 

I com m erce site  se lling  outdoor adventure/sporting 
| equipment, it could be argued that a dominant design color of 
1 green (representing nature, environment, health, and youth) 
i would be more favorably perceived than blue. Similarly, in the 
| case of an ecommerce site selling "hip" youth merchandise, a 

youthful, rebellious script typeface with red as the dominant 
! design color could engender trust in its targeted youth market.
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In fact, it has been suggested that serif and sans serif typefaces 
that are perceived as business-like would be more appropriate 
for an online banking site and script typefaces that are 
perceived as youthful and fun would be more appropriate for 
an online toy store (Bernard et al. 2001).

hence it is important that further research be conducted®! 
a larger sample in order to confirm the veracity of t 
results.

H
i

-—

h p

IMITATIONS

Like any experimental research study, ours too 
has its limitations. The experimental website 
mimicked the operational features of a 
commercial banking website, however study 
participants were aware that it was a simulated 

website and this knowledge could have influenced their 
responses. To the extent that we were attempting to identify 
differences in user perceptions of trust vis-a-vis the dominant 
design color and typeface, we do not feel this has affected the 
validity of our results.

The participants had varying degrees of experience with 
online banking. To address this, we had randomly allocated 
participants to experimental conditions, and we could find no 
statistically significant differences between participants in 
different experimental conditions. However, prior experience 
does remain a concern and needs to be addressed in future 
studies. The sample size for the experiment is relatively small,

UTURE RESEARCH

Prior studies have conceptualized trust 
multi-dimensional measure (for e.g. 
McKnight et al. 2002). It is important 
future research consider these multi] 
dimensions of trust while elucidating ir; 

impact of design elements on trust. The "net" f 
engendered in the user will be influenced by other d< 
elements such as color schemes, layout, white space, im; 
and accessibility: Future research could examine thepossi 
interaction of these other web design elements in influei 
trust perceptions.

Other avenues of research include taking into considerate 
the impact of culture on color perceptions and its influenct 
on user trust. Given that the World Wide Web is accessi 
globally, this raises an important question: Would a dominar 
design color of blue invoke the same trust perceptions 2 
different cultural contexts? If not, in practical terms, ant 
commerce website might have to consider having differed 
design elements depending on the cultural context of ihaj 
customers.
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Annexure

■ Study Measures

: Trust

](7-point Likert Scale):

i (Holsapple and Sasidharan 2005, Jarvenpaa 

„etal. 2000, Roy et al. 2001, Suh and Han 2003)

• I know that this banker is honest.

• This online bank is one that keeps promises and commitments.

• This online bank has more to lose by not delivering on promises.

• This online bank is very capable of performing their job.

• This online bank is known to be successful at the things it tries to do.

• This online bank has much knowledge about the work that needs 

to be done.

• I feel very confident about this banker's skills.

• My needs and desires are very important to this banker.

Prior internet experience On an average, in a week, how many hours do you browse the Internet?

Prior online banking experience On an average, in a week, how many times do you log into your online 
banking account?

Online Banking Self Efficacy
(7-point Likert Scale): .
Holsapple and Sasidharan 2005, Hu et al. 
1003, Venkatesh 2000)

I could complete an online banking transaction •
• if there was no one around to tell me what to do as I go.-
• if I had only the software manuals for reference.-
• if I had seen someone else using it before trying it myself.-
• if I could call someone for help if I got stuck.-
• if someone else had helped me get started.-
• if I had a lot of time to complete the job.

lender ; , • Male -  0; Female -  1

Iducation 0 - High School Diploma; 1 - Associate Degree; 2- Undergraduate degree; 3- 
Graduate degree and higher
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